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Remote Mask Detection and
Occupancy Management
MDX is designed to help businesses
such as retail stores, supermarkets,
transportation hubs, restaurants
and entertainment venues around
the world comply with national
government guidelines around
wearing face masks and maintaining
social distancing.
By utilising Digital Barriers’ native
high-performance video analytics to
automatically screen individuals as
they approach a store or designated
location, businesses have an accurate,
scalable and flexible method to
remotely detect missing face masks
and monitor occupancy levels, all
from a single solution.

Automate monitoring processes,
screen multiple entrances remotely
and eliminate the need for security
personnel at every entrance, allowing
staff to be positioned more efficiently
within the business.
View alerts securely and in real-time
from any connected device, with a vast
array of reporting options including
capacity levels and peak occupancy
times as well as those observing face
mask regulation.
MDX offers businesses a simple,
cost-effective and reliable COVIDcompliant monitoring solution, whilst
maintaining sensitivities to individual
privacy and social distancing.

MDX features and benefits:
• Comply with government guidelines
• Safeguard staff and reduce possible
confrontations with customers
• Reposition staff more efficiently within
the business
• View analytics in real-time with a live
dashboard
• Retrieve live and historic reports 		
regarding capacity levels, peak occupancy
times and the number of people adhering
to face mask regulation
• Automate monitoring processes and
manage multiple entrances remotely
• Receive notifications in real-time and
securely on any connected device
• Tailor your customer screen with corporate
branding and a live occupancy counter

MDX in Practice
The MDX analytics dashboard automatically triggers a monitor to display a
different instruction dependent on the situation, such as whether an individual
is permitted entry based on capacity and as well as whether they are wearing an
appropriate form of face covering.

MDX WELCOME
SCREEN

MDX ‘NO MASK’
ALERT SCREEN

A customer approaches the store entrance. They have
on a face mask and there is capacity inside the shop.
The customer is welcomed inside.

A customer approaches the store entrance. There is
capacity in the store but the customer does not have
on a face mask. The ‘No Mask’ alert is triggered and a
message on the screen advises the customer to wear
their face mask.

MDX ‘OCCUPANCY ALARM’
SCREEN

MDX LIVE
DASHBOARD

A customer enters the store. Maximum capacity is
now reached and the ‘Occupancy Alarm’ is triggered.
The next customer must now wait in line until there is
capacity inside the store.

Live dashboard with logs, alarms and graphs.
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